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Translation:
Rabbi Gamliel, son of Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi,
The study of Torah is commendable when This appears to be a dispute among the Sages. The Talmud
combined with a gainful occupation, for (Berachos 35b) records a disagreement between R. Yishmael
when a person toils in both, sin is driven out and R. Shimon ben (son of) Yochai regarding the ideal way of
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who serve on behalf of the community (Deuteronomy 11:14) -- as a Divine sanction that we till the
should do so for heaven’s sake. Their work land and reap its riches -- if we are worthy to merit such
will prosper because the inherited merit of bounty. R. Shimon, however, refused to accept this: "If one
our ancestors endures forever. God will plows, plants, reaps, threshes, and winnows, what will
abundantly reward them as though they had happen to the Torah?" He concludes that one must dedicate
himself fully to Torah study, and let G-d worry about his
achieved it all through their own efforts.
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times, while they are engaged in the needs of Maimonides then concludes: Not only does this apply to the
the community they will be precluded from Tribe of Levi but to any person whose spirit compels him and
practicing a precept. He said that the Lord, who understands on his own to separate himself to serve and
may He be blessed, will consider them worthy to know G-d, and who removes from himself the "yoke of
many complexities" that most people willingly accept. He too
of recompense as though they had practiced will receive in this world enough to satisfy himself -- just as Gthat precept even though they did not d provides for the Priests and Levites. For he will be sanctified
practice it, since they were engaged with the as holy of holy, and the L- rd will be his lot and inheritance
forever and ever.
community for the sake of Heaven.

